A questionnaire was sent via electronic mail to all the users of Life Skills MOOC on 19th December 2018 after the completion of the course. The total of 321 responses received are grouped into Part A and Part B in this report. Part A summaries all the responses of each multiple choice/rating question in graphical form and Part B consists of the responses of all open questions.
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Part - A

Personal Information Feedbacks

How did you become aware of this course? (320 responses)

- Brochures
- Friends or Colleagues
- Media (News Paper, web search etc.)
- Email from Life Skills MOOC (CEMCA)
- Email from agMOOCs
- WhatsApp message
- Other…

Bar chart with the following data:
- Brochures: 24 (7.5%)
- Friends or Colleagues: 167 (52.2%)
- Email from Life Skills MOOC (CEMCA): 92 (28.7%)
- WhatsApp message: 38 (11.9%)
- College: 2 (0.6%)
- Website: 2 (0.6%)
- My respected teacher: 1 (0.3%)
- Telegram: 1 (0.3%)
You are (320 responses)
- A female
- A male
- Not willing to state

You are in the age group of (320 responses)
- Below 17
- 17 - 24
- 25 - 34
- 35 - 44
- 45 - 54
- 55 - 64
- Above 65
Reason you are taking this course (320 responses)

- To increase my knowledge and awareness
- To design a new course
- Curiosity and personal interest
- For professional development (contributing to my CV, for example)
- To get a certificate

How do you plan to use the knowledge gained from the course? (320 responses)

- Use for my professional development
- Share with Students in a class
- Share with Friends and colleague
- Share with Administrators and senior professionals
- Design your own course
- Other
You are (320 responses)

- a student
- a Faculty member
- an Educational Administrator (e.g. Dean)
- a working professional
- an Un-affiliated Learner

If student or faculty or researcher or employee, you are in (320 responses)

- An Engineering College/University
- A Social Science and Humanities College
- Financial Education Professional
- Banker
- Agriculture student
- MBA
- College of Education
- Commonwealth Educational Media

Any other institution:

- Agriculture Science
- Lifesciences
- Financial Organization Development
- Practioner administrative
- Staff Agriculture Working with SBIMBA (Marketing)
- Graduated un employee SEBI-RP
- Faculty for Financial Education
- Telecom sector
- Librarian in school
- student in agriculture university
- A Gazetted officer from Meghalaya
- MBA from Bangladesh Open University
- Mansinhbhai Institute of Dairy & Fo…
- agriculture university
- B.Ed college
- Business Administration
- Horticulture College Agriculture
- College Agricultural University
- Open University B.Ed
- Research social work
- Food Science & Technology University
- Self employed
- Horticulture
- agriculture college fisheries university
- Extension worker
- polytechnic college
- consultant in soil health management service
You accessed the platform mainly from (320 responses)

- Office (Workplace)
- Home
- A Public Place (e.g. Internet cafe, library)
- During Travel (e.g in Bus, Cab,..)
- Other

Your bandwidth was mainly (320 responses)

- Mobile GPRS/2G
- Mobile 3G/4G
- Broadband / Cable TV
You used mainly this device to access the course (320 responses)

- Desktop
- Laptop
- Mobile device - Smartphone or Tablet

Are you using Life Skills MOOCs App for accessing the course (320 responses)

- Yes: 48.4%
- No: 51.6%
Reason for not using the App

I am not using the app because (155 responses)

Some more reasons:

- I didn't knew about it
- App not working properly
- Normal chrome to access online
- I did not feel the need for app
Life Skills MOOCs App Feedback

I am using (162 responses)

App is easy to use (164 responses)
Offline mode of App is useful (162 responses)

Average Rating - 3.9

App is helpful in increasing engagement with the course (162 responses)

Average Rating - 4.3
Is the course accessible in low bandwidth scenarios (like 2G) from the app? (165 responses)

Any additional suggestions (48 responses)

Suggestions:

- I would like to enhance the syllabus
- Know more about basic things
- Mathematics related courses
- Need more easy way to use the app
- Needs improvement in app
- Network and smart media needed
- Resolve the error occurring issues in app
- The app has lots of bugs
- One day live is required to interact with the instructors.
Platform Feedback

Course platform was easy to use (320 responses)

Average Rating 4.4

You used the following options to access the content (320 responses)
You watched course videos on (320 responses)

Any other feature you would like to see in the platform? (98 responses)

- After signing in one should directly go to course. Not by selecting access course.
- Few days of in person or face to face training will be very helpful.
- Maybe some animations
- PPT
- Content in PPT form or Text form
- English speaking
- Course Progress Tab (Compilation of Weekly Performance)
- Some more extra reading materials
- It would be better if it was more colourful.
- Before Submission the quiz, one more chance give as trial than final submission.
- It was very helpful and easily accessible.
- Demonstration of the topic like interview was the topic, so there should have been the video of interview from your side.
- Short movie
- more example should include
- Topics relating to action research in social science.
- timing of responding answer should be 24.59hr
- Questions Ticker and take away slides.
- Soft copies in the form of CD/Pen Drive.
● Some kind of reminder on the day before the quiz closes.
● Yes the interaction space in the Forum and Hangout needs some innovative changes.
● PPT Presentations
● Short video clips of whole course should be one video (if possible)
● Need a Photo on Certificate
● download the videos to watch it offline
● Flexibility of Time.
● Video Conferencing
● Yes, I would like to see more and more about human resource related subjects in this course along with human psychology.
● Make the course little easily, so that students can understand
● Ethics of course with full enrichment for the purpose of life
● Resources
● agriculture related subject
● MCQ
● Plz give assignment
● Font size of documents in videos should be broad sometimes it does not visible properly
● Create a new batch after every 6 months
● You never send me mail regarding your week lectures due to which I miss some quizzes.
● At the end of each video, there should be a Quiz (2Q or 4Q) depending on the length of video/course content. Weightage should be given for answering the Quiz questions and added to final marks.
● More practical cases
● Everything was perfect nothing to add as far as my knowledge
● Not really, but Application should be worked upon. Course content was very comprehensive indeed.
● It is satisfactory
● assignment
● download videos
● List of content watched
● More data
● You Tube and links are available by the concerned subject matter specialist
● notifications to personal mail
Course Feedback

Life Skills MOOC for Engineers (Level 2)
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**Part - B**

**Open Questions**

Was there a particular aspect of the course that you liked best? If so, what was it and why? (212 responses)

- Case studies
- 4th revolution
- Communication Skills
- I liked all the topics. Well designed course with short videos with useful content.
- Every aspects are in systematic steps eg. timely chapters of each course with fantastic assignments & quizzes.
- Quality of teaching
- methods of reporting
- Interview skills, Leadership, other topics also. Because of i am a Marketer.
- Case studies. These give the perspective on how life skills and ethics are applied
- INSTRUCTION
- Engineering Ethics
- Giving certificates with their performance
- Pace and availability of material anytime.
- The explanation given through the lecture was good and they have detailed knowledge about that.
- Lateral Thinking and group discussion. I came to know how to ignite lateral thinking at an individual level. Module on group discussion has been of my special interest. I am sure it will help me to express my views and actively participate in any such situation.
- information width is very high
- The video lectures.
- The duration of videos and the active support through hangouts and other modes.
- The communication & coordination was very good about the course.
- Level 2 week 5 different case studies of different countries it was quiet interesting
- thinking critically section and leadership ,ethics . that was needed .
- To input assignment or relevant task.
- Preparing for interview
- course is very good
- I like all of them. Excellent!
• Response from the co-ordinators
• concepts clarity
• Level 2 Ethics Case Studies and Group Dynamics
• Lateral thinking. It will help me to solve upcoming problems.
• Characteristics of types of leaderships
• I like mostly case studies because it nourishes my knowledge and i know many unknown information.
• Interview skills, leadership
• Bhopal gas tragedy and 4th revolution
• Mind Mapping
• It was good to learn for students as well as faculty.
• Presentation
• Yes, all the structured lectures
• 5 Case studies, and gave platform to researcher to narrate the cases like Ms ramaiya.
• Could be accessed at our convenience
• lectures, it added to my knowledge
• Engineering Ethics; Because it elaborated the do's and don't while professional working.
• Second module
• 4th revolution and report writing
• All the teachers' lecture - content was easy to understand
• critical thinking
• I liked most the concepts- ethical dilemmas & moral responsibility. Discussion of these concepts are need of the hour.
• Teachers presentation style
• Related to daily life experiences...
• Engineering Ethics concept is good, Which should be inculcated to the students.
• All the lectures were interesting and relevant to the content
• Faculty members delivered their knowledge so nicely that I loved to see all the video lectures.
• 4th revolution and case studies
• Leadership portion is more effective
• Satisfied with all the lessons.
• The case studies in Module-5/Week-5 was good.
• Content delivery is good.
• The overview topics were very helpful as normally the practices are properly oriented.
• Yes the module on Critical Thinking. It was an interesting topic for a program on Life Skills
• The content of the course
• every aspect is good
• Content on leadership and communication
• Case studies where excellent. Then was the group discussion. Loved it. Simply awesome.
• Communication Topics
• The course contents were organized very well and lectures by Expert also very good. Explain of contents with practical case studies (especially week -5 lectures) makes understanding of the lecture very easy.
• All week 5 lectures were more interesting to me compared to others. As it involves almost case studies which were knowledge worthy.
• all courses are good.
• All topic are best
• substitutes for leadership
• The concept of Critical thinking and the case studie of Metro project in Delhi
• 4th industrial revolution
• Leadership. Information provided was very good to improve leadership qualities
• Critical thinking and leadership topic
• Critical thinking
• Leadership, Engineering Ethics and the case studies, extra links in the course because I have learnt a lot from this.
• The examples quoted were alt
• Critical thinking in level 2. Its benefit cannot be denied in any professions.
• Because it have good information about interview when we face and others
• All aspects of the agMOOCs course are very valuable
• Leadership types, interview skill
• I liked best the course on creative thinking because it gave me lot of scope for thinking differently given problem.
• Interview
• I liked the best is Report writing where i can help my students.
• Project documentation
• Group Dynamics.
• For freshers and students aspect it is very much useful.
• Course is helpful for learning
• Report writing topic was neatly dealt and various ways of report writing was demonstrated. Lateral thinking was clearly explained and its use was detailed.
• Critical thinking, lateral thinking, leadership qualities.
  Quiet interesting in learning procedures in lateral thinking, leadership qualities.
  One can become good lateral thinker and good leader by utilizing learned things.
• All the aspect of the course is essential & helpful. but i Communication, Leadership, Ethical are more helpful for me. Due to my professional relevant.

What suggestions do you have for us to improve the course (in its content, delivery, administration, or any other aspect)? (186 responses)

• Depth of content is increase and no of weeks would be increased
• Content was good no need for any changes.
• Final one video of the particular course should be there.
• Auto play for the videos
• Few days in person or face to face training will give more depth knowledge.
• Development of app
• voice not cleared
• Thanks to all.
• Wish you can add content related to generic Life skills information and not just related to engineering
• More emphasis should be given how an individual can survive in present context of technology, peer pressure, growing individualistic nature of people
• Still more information
• conduct more courses
• The content should be more, it should be in the text form also.
• Some assignments or small quizzes can be added followed by a particular module. It will lead to application of concepts and better learning.
• More elaborate discussion of concept
• Quizes should be active atleast for fifteen days.
• I found it satisfactory.
• Make it more alive
the lectures may be discussed more deeply in level2
Content should be more professional.
Everything was well planned and delivered.
please dispaly the result..as we want to know where we stand
I did all my quizzes in time. However, most of the people missed it. I think you can extend the deadline for a quiz from 7 days to 10 days perhaps. Just a humble suggestion.
Its very qualitative education but assessment system is not qualitativ. You might provide skype question answers system. All people should not get the same certificate. So the authority should use lateral thinking to assess the learners.
Its all right. Auto sign out option should be turned off.
Length of the videos and content useful to society
No fixed Exam schedule
As the questions in the quiz are for students also, better they should be straight instead of having an indirect or applicable way of answers.
everything is good
All are up to the mark
Saved options in quiz tests could be taken as answers by default
duration should be more
More weeks and professional useful
Sunita Mishra madam's quiz was very difficult to answer
Too short time it will more timely and details content need include
To enhance the interest of learner, immediate reply should be provided to the queries of the learner.
Need to Free of internet data
a compiler of those lectures should be provided...
It should be open in between the sessions .
Course content is pretty good
increase more weeks and useful for professional and society
Perfect it was.
Evaluation should be transparent. There was no marks given after re-evaluation. Should be corrected in the future.
Closure of the quiz may be set at the end of the day ie.23.59
A few more case studies would help us understand the processes more effectively.
This needs further interaction
For every week one video should be case study.
• Introduction of Online Degree/Diploma/PG-level/Professional
• All things are fine and good.
• For getting a good marks most of us are browsing the videos, lectures and slides ppts without watching them. But, in the profile section it is coming as you have seen the videos, lectures, slides for so may hours. It is not correct.
• More number of weeks and content may be useful for society
• Pls give the percentage marks written in the certificate. So that we can use this for career development very well
• Need to have the retake option
• Quizzes can be given more time
• In certificate, it should not be limit to Engineers rather its benefit should be open for all professionals.
• Not any suggestions because its good
• Respected sir/madam, All certification courses by agMOOCs are really helped to increasing knowledge for the respective field of which course is followed. I request to provide trainings programmes approved by Food Authority of India in the areas of Food and Dairy sectors. I will be thankful for your early response for the same request.
Thanking you with regards, Pukhraj Meena Centre of Food Science & Technology Inst. of Ag. Sci., BHU, Varanasi (U.P) India. Mob. 08188005250
• Its good in all aspects.
• Pdf contents provided can be inn more detailed form
• Delivery by experts from Engineering
• The course is so good
• No need, service according to me was very good
• Not any suggestion
• Current course work is good
• Kindly deliver lectures by senior teachers instead of students
• Time Flexibility and course content should be universal based.
• Include More Quizzes
• Content delivery should be more improved.
• I would like to suggest to include this course for getting hire degrees for qualified foreign students as academic with 1 year full free scholarship under The University of Hyderabad and The University of Osmania, if possibl.
• some more practical examples which could be used present day life
• Delivery should be more
• A course when going to introduce, better it would be the title must helpful to all the disciplines, as its open source of learning.
• Carry on enhancing the contents
• time for quiz deadline may be in afternoon
• English and hindi both langues
• More pictorial representation

Was there a particular aspect of the course that you did NOT like? If so, what was it and why? (171 responses)

• Nothing I did not like in the course actually.
• The word Engineers in the title. It seems to be meant for the engineers only. As I am from college of educatio, I feel alienated. Though the content is relevant for all, but the title
• understanding streotypes
• Certificate must be usefull for all not just for Engineers. So suggest to rename as Proficiency in Life Skills OR Life skills for All or Life skills for Professionals
• A single Quiz at end of all Modules can be broken into small quizzes following each module (2-5 questions). It may result in better and active learning.
• time limit of quiz for certificate as it was mandatory it should have been extended.As well as the name of the certificate as I am a faculty of Social Science and I agree that the content was useful for us also so the name of the certificate could have been changed for the participants other than engineers.
• Even though we watch the vidoes completely sometimes in my progress they are not reflected/ This made me to watch the videos again forecefully.
• The Quiz questions set by Prof. Sunita Mishra during week 3 & 4 were not in line with the lecture delivered by her.
• Speaking steadily at one position it irritates at one point if video is long
• Level -II. Its 4,5,6 weeks content was below average, only just formality
• Not at all. Very impressive and powerful it was.
• I have taken both levels but in level-2 , in between the videos I was getting TIMED OUT..this i didn'tt like
• no immediate update of marks
• I did not like the phrase 'for engineers' as you opened the course for all interested learners.
• No, All particulars are good.
• Fixed Exam schedule
• The sessions of Sunitha Mishra were quite complicated to answer.
• As stated earlier, it would be nice if saved answers are taken for submission if due date has been crossed.
• Memory-based questions
• Sunitha Mishra madam's quiz was very difficult to answer.
• I have no comments on any lessons. All lessons were very well prepared by instructors.
• Not recap of previous lectures delivered in phase 1...
• Question ticker was missing
• None of the course was disliked by me.
• Accountability of the videos watched in 1 platform is not shown in the other. Transparency in evaluation is not seen.
• Completion certificates proposed for Archived courses also.
• Sometimes the Mobile App hangs even on 3G-4G speeds.
• Course was very good.
• Yes, the no retake option, because I had missed the 1st two quizzes and I have not got the competency certificate.
• Every aspect of the course is acceptable.
• Case studies
• Audio and videos of the course content calculation for attendance is not that much good for my side. Can take any one that is better.
• Its not with content or delivery but, there was a problem in my Quiz 2 submission. I have submitted one day before the last date for Quiz 2 submission. When submitted, I got an error message and quiz was shown submitted with marks as zero. When verified with result it is actually 92 points. I have informed this on the same day via hangout, forum, and email. Please verify and consider my quiz 2 answers.
• Few Case studies were not effective.
• Answers to queries can be faster.
• In quiz certain questions were not up to the benchmark.
• Overall it's OK but in few portions, I got difficulty due to delivery of lecture.
• Every thing was good.
• All material is very well.
• To much theoretical presentation i.e just from text book.
• I liked everything
• Case studies
• Improve the access part
• Its title should be such so that it is useful for every faculties.
• Everything is well defined
• No.. all are interested aspects.
• The session on critical ,lateral thinking seems to be ambiguous. It took some time to grasp the concept
• Missing the course deadline and having no alternative
• as it had been for engineers
• I liked all the aspects.
• Unavailability of Lecture video forwarding and backwarding facility
• no explanation was given
• No, this course is best.
• in level-II , week -3 lectures content is a continuation of level-I lectures. it is difficult for to some people to understand who doesn't take level-I course
• the deadline for quiz. in almost all online courses the deadline is midnight and in this course it was 10 am. which caused confusion when i tried to do quiz no.3 in second level. The date I remembered and when i sat to do it was 10 am. I missed it. rigidity in quiz and so option if anyone missed one quiz.
• Malfunction of Application on Android.
• no...all are good and purposful
• Because, I am not study in this study matrix.
• Critical thinking/quiz pattern are general enable to get better score by the participants.
• Every course is need and useful
• I am unable to attempt quiz 2
  I made request but not replied and not considered

What other courses you are expecting from us in future? (206 responses)
• Anything would be challenging.
• Any course that will improve my professional skills and which help my students to get motivated.
• More on leadership
• Sir, please include Agriculture related course.
• I request to provide trainings in the areas of Food and Dairy sectors and certificates & diploma based programmes approved by Food Authority of India or other reputed authorities. I will be thankful for your early response for the same request.

With kind regards,
Pukhraj Meena (Ph.D. Food Science & Technology, BHU, Varanasi)
Principal
College of Food Technology, Dhule [Affiliated to Mahatama Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahori (Maharashtra)] INDIA
Mob.-+91-8188005250

• Marketing, Economics,
• Anything relevant to Pedagogy
• Similar to this which helps in personal development and motivating courses.
• interesting topics on society
• Sales & Marketing development Course, other skills, Language also.
• More on Strategic Management for building Organisations
• Body Language, Gestures and importance of communication
• INCREASE KNOWLEDGE FOR SCHOOL STUDENTS
• Skills for Engineers
• more courses expecting
• Course on computer skills
• Advance course on Leadership for senior working professionals.
• Artificial Intelligence, Personality Development.
• Smart grid
• Written and Oral Communication Skills - strengthening
  2. Statistical Tools and Research Methodology - statistical data analysis & experimental design
  3. Working on SPSS software
  4. Healthy Personality Development
• online examination at the end of the course
• Whatever the course may be it should be useful for everyone
• More indepth course related to various psychological concepts like thinking, attitude etc
• Digital Marketing is very contemporary and relevant in 21st Century. I would love to see it being offered from your end.

Courses on general information regarding scientific researches like AI etc
• more detailed in some areas
• Engineering business communication.
• Related to Engineering education
• Financing or banking management.
• teaching methods, health and fitness etc.
• Since I am from Mathematics Background, I expect course related to applied mathematics
• courses based on data analytics and digital marketing
• I would love a course on reality and ideals of today's world. Something along that line where we have to understand real situations rather than depending on theoretical or ideal problems.
• Master Degree on Practical Lifeskills.
• How to teach effectively in agri classes
• technical advancement, social and environmental awareness, human development.
• Engineering fashion & design
• Professional courses
• Educational Technology
• Similar types to improve teaching skills.
• TESOL course
• More on any recent topics
• Such activities for banking & Finance aspirants.
• Professional ethics in general
• personality and professional development
• Interaction based methods of teaching
• Society useful
• Methods of teaching English Language, English Language Teaching Syllabus design, Material preparation, Classroom research
• other for administrative or marketing expertise course in future.
• Courses relating to social science.
• Request please arrange a course for Marketing & SCM development
• with different aspects of life skills as defined by UNESCO etc..
• Human Relations
• offer some important computer science engineering courses about internships
• Psychology and Anger Management.
• professional and society development
• Research methods course
• Emotional Intelligence
• New pedagogy in teaching learning process
• Courses on Personality Development, communication skills
• Something within the domain of Life Skills or Personality Development
• Embedded systems in electrical engineering
• research and evaluation.
• More courses of similar type
• Digital Skills/ Digital Culture
• Tools for effective teaching
• More like these, enhancing knowledge
• Moral values, discipline, integrity, respect are missing in the present generation. If we design the courses on the above topics, youngsters will be benefited.
• Chemistry in Day-to-day life
• technical courses
• Understanding the Psychology of students and handling their emotional issues during their course
• Professional development and societal development
• on people behavioral skills
• Telecom related topic
• Technical courses teaching strategies
• Supply Chain Management, Project Management, HRM.
• Any course to enhance professional quality will be acceptable to us.
• Related to agriculture specially Entomology and pathology
• I request to provide trainings programmes approved by Food Authority of India in the areas of Food and Dairy sectors.
• Some more topics in personality development
• courses on computer science engineering subjects.
• More general topics like psychology can also be included.
  This course will help to understand students mentality and helps for better teaching and communication with students.
• Understanding the students and Motivating them
• Management Related courses.
• I would like the course which will research tools like annova crd etc
- Teaching pedagogies for Engineering
- For other professionals too instead of only for engineers
- Business Related (like Operation Management, Quality Assurance, Manufacturing, International Marketing)
- some thing like TOEFL or IELTS
- About Money Laundering and Forensic Accounts.
- Soft Skills, Emotional Intelligence, Research Methodology.
- Improve the access part
- Its title should be such so that it is useful for every faculties.
- Everything is well defined
- The session on critical, lateral thinking seems to be ambiguous. It took some time to grasp the concept
- Missing the course deadline and having no alternative
- as it had been for engineers
- I liked all the aspects.
- Unavailability of Lecture video forwarding and backwarding facility
- no explanation was given
- No, this course is best.
- in level-II, week -3 lectures content is a continuation of level-I lectures. it is difficult for some people to understand who doesn't take level-I course
- the deadline for quiz. in almost all online courses the deadline is midnight and in this course it was 10 am. which caused confusion when i tried to do quiz no.3 in second level. The date I remembered and when i sat to do it was 10 am. I missed it. rigidity in quiz and so option if anyone missed one quiz.
- Malfunction of Application on Android.
- Because, I am not study in this study matrix.
- Critical thinking/quize pattern are general enable to get better score by the participants.
- Every course is need and useful

What other courses you are expecting from us in future? (206 responses)

- Anything would be challenging.
- Any course that will improve my professional skills and which help my students to get motivated.
- More on leadership
Sir, please include Agriculture related course.

I request to provide trainings in the areas of Food and Dairy sectors and certificates & diploma based programmes approved by Food Authority of India or other reputed authorities. I will be thankful for your early response for the same request.

Pukhraj Meena (Ph.D. Food Science & Technology, BHU, Varanasi)
Principal
College of Food Technology, Dhule [Affiliated to Mahatama Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahori (Maharashtra)] INDIA, Mob.-+91-8188005250

- Marketing, Economics,
- Anything relevant to Pedagogy
- Similar to this which helps in personal development and motivating courses.
- interesting topics on society
- Sales & Marketing development Course, other skills, Language also.
- More on Strategic Management for building Organisations
- Body Language, Gestures and importance of communication
- INCREASE KNOWLEDGE FOR SCHOOL STUDENTS
- more courses expecting
- Course on computer skills
- Advance course on Leadership for senior working professionals.
- Artificial Intelligence, Personality Development.
  1. Written and Oral Communication Skills - strengthening
  2. Statistical Tools and Research Methodology - statistical data analysis & experimental design
  3. Working on SPSS software
  4. Healthy Personality Development
- online examination at the end of the course
- Whatever the course may be it should be useful for everyone
- More indepth course related to various psychological concepts like thinking, attitude etc
- Digital Marketing is very contemporary and relevant in 21st Century. I would love to see it being offered from your end.
- Courses on general information regarding scientific researches like AI etc
- more detailed in some areas
- Engineering business communication.
- Related to Engineering education
- Financing or banking management.
- teaching methods, health and fitness etc.
• Since I am from Mathematics Background, I expect course related to applied mathematics
• courses based on data analytics and digital marketing
• I would love a course on reality and ideals of today's world. Something along that line where we have to understand real situations rather than depending on theoretical or ideal problems.
• Master Degree on Practical Lifeskills.
• How to teach effectively in agri classes
• technical advancement, social and environmental awareness, human development.
• Engineering fashion & design
• Professional courses
• Educational Technology
• Similar types to improve teaching skills.
• TESOL course
• More on any recent topics
• Such activities for banking & Finance aspirants.
• Professional ethics in general
• personality and professional development
• Interaction based methods of teaching
• Society useful
• Methods of teaching English Language, English Language Teaching Syllabus design, Material preparation, Classroom research
• other for administrative or marketing expertise course in future.
• Courses relating to social science.
• Request please arrange a course for Marketing & SCM development with different aspects of life skills as defined by UNESCO etc..
• Human Relations
• offer some important computer science engineering courses about internships
• Psychology and Anger Management.
• professional and society development
• Research methods course
• Emotional Intelligence
• New pedagogy in teaching learning process
• Courses on Personality Development, communication skills
• Embedded systems in electrical engineering
• More courses of similar type
• Digital Skills/ Digital Culture
• Tools for effective teaching
• More like these, enhancing knowledge
• Moral values, discipline, integrity, respect are missing in the present generation. If we design the courses on the above topics, youngsters will be benefited.
• Chemistry in Day-to-day life
• technical courses
• Understanding the Psychology of students and handling their emotional issues during their course
• Professional development and societal development
• on people behavioral skills
• Telecom related topic
• Soft skills
• Technical courses teaching strategies
• Supply Chain Management, Project Management, HRM.
• Any course to enhance professional quality will be acceptable to us.
• Related to agriculture specially Entomology and pathology
• I request to provide trainings programmes approved by Food Authority of India in the areas of Food and Dairy sectors.
• Some more topics in personality development
• courses on computer science engineering subjects.
• More general topics like psychology can also be included.
  This course will help to understand students mentality and helps for better teaching and communication with students.
• Understanding the students and Motivating them
• Management Related courses.
• I would like the course which will research tools like annova crd etc
• Teaching pedagogies for Engineering
• For other professionals too instead of only for engineers
• Business Related (like Operation Management, Quality Assurance, Manufacturing, International Marketing)
• something like TOEFL or IELTS
• About Money Laundering and Forensic Accounts.
• Soft Skills, Emotional Intelligence, Research Methodology